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ARTICLE OPEN
The effect of rapid adjustments to halocarbons and N2O on
radiative forcing
Øivind Hodnebrog 1✉, Gunnar Myhre 1, Ryan J. Kramer 2,3, Keith P. Shine 4, Timothy Andrews 5, Gregory Faluvegi 6,7,
Matthew Kasoar 8, Alf Kirkevåg 9, Jean-François Lamarque 10, Johannes Mülmenstädt11,16, Dirk Olivié9, Bjørn H. Samset 1,
Drew Shindell 12, Christopher J. Smith 13,14, Toshihiko Takemura 15 and Apostolos Voulgarakis 8
Rapid adjustments occur after initial perturbation of an external climate driver (e.g., CO2) and involve changes in, e.g. atmospheric
temperature, water vapour and clouds, independent of sea surface temperature changes. Knowledge of such adjustments is
necessary to estimate effective radiative forcing (ERF), a useful indicator of surface temperature change, and to understand global
precipitation changes due to different drivers. Yet, rapid adjustments have not previously been analysed in any detail for certain
compounds, including halocarbons and N2O. Here we use several global climate models combined with radiative kernel
calculations to show that individual rapid adjustment terms due to CFC-11, CFC-12 and N2O are substantial, but that the resulting
flux changes approximately cancel at the top-of-atmosphere due to compensating effects. Our results further indicate that radiative
forcing (which includes stratospheric temperature adjustment) is a reasonable approximation for ERF. These CFCs lead to a larger
increase in precipitation per kelvin surface temperature change (2.2 ± 0.3% K−1) compared to other well-mixed greenhouse gases
(1.4 ± 0.3% K−1 for CO2). This is largely due to rapid upper tropospheric warming and cloud adjustments, which lead to enhanced
atmospheric radiative cooling (and hence a precipitation increase) and partly compensate increased atmospheric radiative heating
(i.e. which is associated with a precipitation decrease) from the instantaneous perturbation.
npj Climate and Atmospheric Science            (2020) 3:43 ; https://doi.org/10.1038/s41612-020-00150-x
Ozone-depleting halocarbons and nitrous oxide (N2O) are well-
mixed greenhouse gases that have contributed substantially to
radiative forcing (RF) since pre-industrial time, by 0.33 ± 0.03 W
m−2 (0.18 ± 0.17 Wm−2 when including stratospheric ozone
depletion) and 0.17 ± 0.03 Wm−2, respectively1. A substantial
contribution to global warming and Arctic sea-ice loss in the
latter half of the 20th century was recently attributed to ozone-
depleting substances2,3. Atmospheric lifetimes of chlorofluorocar-
bons (CFCs), an important group of ozone-depleting halocarbons,
are typically several decades or centuries4. Their impact on climate
will therefore remain strong for many years to come despite
regulations of halocarbon emissions through the Montreal
Protocol signed in 1987.
Most halocarbons, such as CFC-12, have their main infrared
absorption bands at different spectral wavelengths compared to
the two main anthropogenic greenhouse gases CO2 and methane
(CH4), in the so-called atmospheric window region around
800–1200 cm−1 where the RF efficiency is strong5,6. The main
infrared absorption bands of N2O partly overlap with CH4, but an
important difference is that CH4 has more significant shortwave
(SW) absorption bands7,8. Although these factors may imply that
the climate effects of halocarbons and N2O differ from those of
CO2 and CH4, relatively little is known about the details of short
and long-term responses of halocarbons and N2O on climate.
While numerous studies exist on radiative transfer modelling of
halocarbons, only a few studies have performed global climate
model (GCM) experiments to investigate the climate effects of
halocarbons separately. Hansen et al.9,10 found that the surface
temperature response to a large forcing of CFCs and N2O had very
similar geographical patterns as the response to CO2 and CH4
forcing. The efficacies (i.e. the warming per unit RF) for CFCs were,
however, around 30% larger than for CO2, but close to unity for
CFCs and N2O when rapid adjustments were accounted for, as also
found in a recent multi-model study11. Forster and Joshi12
investigated halocarbon contributions to atmospheric tempera-
ture change and found a significant warming at the tropical
tropopause; e.g. this led to a ~6% weaker surface warming per
unit forcing for CFC-12 compared to CO2.
In the 5th Assessment Report (AR5) of the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), RF was diagnosed as effective
radiative forcing (ERF), which includes instantaneous radiative
forcing (IRF) and rapid adjustments including stratospheric
temperature adjustment1,13,14. These fast responses occur on
timescales of days to months, before most of the changes in the
global-mean and annual-mean surface temperature occur. ERF is
shown to be a better indicator for surface temperature change
than the earlier RF definition (RF which includes stratospheric
temperature adjustment), and rapid adjustments have recently
been quantified for some of the most important climate
drivers15,16. However, for halocarbons and N2O, contributions of
different rapid adjustment terms remain largely unknown, with
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the exception of stratospheric temperature adjustment which can
be estimated in radiative transfer models17.
The fast responses are typically investigated with GCMs using
fixed sea surface temperatures (SSTs) and the total response is
normally studied using coupled atmosphere–ocean GCMs. The
slow (feedback) response is the difference between the total and
fast response. In terms of global mean precipitation, an increase of
2–3% per kelvin global mean surface warming is found for the
slow response, independent of the climate drivers studied (CO2,
CH4, solar irradiance, black carbon and sulphate)
18, but rapid
adjustment processes lead to differences in the total precipitation
response between drivers15,19. Further, one modelling study has
indicated that CFCs would have had a strong impact on the
hydrological cycle without the Montreal Protocol20.
Here, our focus is to explore how halocarbons and N2O, some of
the most important anthropogenic greenhouse gases, influence
climate on various time scales by using a range of GCMs. A main
aim is to quantify ERF of these compounds and to determine their
impact on the hydrological cycle. The climate effects of these
gases through stratospheric ozone depletion is beyond the scope
of this study but covered elsewhere (see ref. 4 and references
therein), and rapid adjustments due to ozone changes (in both the
troposphere and stratosphere) have recently been quantified21.
Experiments are performed within the Precipitation Driver and
Response Model Intercomparison Project (PDRMIP)22, where a
main focus is on how different climate drivers affect various
components of the climate system, and the hydrological cycle in
particular, on both short and long time scales. PDRMIP studies
have been used to better understand results from the more
complex Coupled Model Intercomparison Project phase 5
(CMIP5)23 simulations for the historical period19,24,25, where several
climate drivers are perturbed at the same time; similarly, PDRMIP
results can be used to explain results from the new generation
CMIP6 model simulations26, which will serve as input to the
upcoming 6th Assessment Report of IPCC.
Results presented here involve GCM simulations of perturba-
tions in CFC-11 (named “CFC11×8”), CFC-12 (“CFC12×9”), and N2O
concentrations (named “N2O×3”) (where the multiplier indicates
the approximate size of the imposed perturbation—see “Meth-
ods” for exact factors and how the experiments are constructed)
and complement the core PDRMIP experiments CO2×2, CH4×3,
solar irradiance+ 2% (Sol+ 2%), black carbon×10 (BC×10) and
sulphate×5 (Sul×5).
RESULTS
Changes in temperature, humidity and clouds
Figure 1 shows vertical profiles of temperature, humidity and
cloud changes for the three experiments (CFC11×8, CFC12×9 and
N2O×3) and compared to some of the most relevant core
experiments (CO2×2, CH4×3, Sol+ 2%) (see Supplementary Fig. 1
for results for individual models). On a short timescale, the very
different profiles of temperature change between the CFCs and
the other climate drivers is evident (Fig. 1a). For CFC11×8 and
CFC12×9, there is only a weak temperature increase in the lower
and middle troposphere while there is strong warming in the
upper troposphere and lower stratosphere (UTLS) region. A strong
warming in the UTLS due to halocarbons was also found by
Forster and Joshi12, using a fixed dynamical heating model, and
occurs partly because halocarbons tend to absorb weakly in a
spectral region where there is little overlap with other gases. The
temperature increase for CFCs in the lower stratosphere is in
strong contrast to the well-known cooling due to increased CO2;
this results from the increased emission exceeding increased
absorption of upwelling radiation from the troposphere, as the
saturation of the CO2 bands means most of the upwelling
radiation originates from the cold upper troposphere. Zonal mean
temperature plots indicate, however, a lower stratospheric cooling
over Antarctica also for CFC12×9 (Supplementary Fig. 2), and this
is evident in 7 out of 8 models (not shown). The balance between
increased absorption of upwelling radiation from the troposphere
and increased emission from the stratosphere will be quite
different over Antarctica, and hence the height of transition from
warming to cooling can be expected to be at lower CFC
concentrations. For N2O×3, the temperature change profile is
similar to CH4×3 except for a cooling at low pressures. However,
Fig. 1 Multi-model-, global- and annual-mean vertical profiles. a–c Fast and d–f slow changes in a, d temperature (K), b, e specific humidity
(kg kg−1) and c, f clouds (%) for individual drivers in CFC11×8, CFC12×9, N2O×3, CO2×2, CH4×3, Sol+ 2% (see “Methods” for exact definition
of experiments). The fast response in a–c is divided by the IRF (Wm−2) and the slow response in d–f is divided by the near-surface
temperature change (K) induced by each driver.
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the inter-model differences are large for N2O×3 (even disagreeing
in the sign in the UTLS region), while the CFC temperature change
profiles show much less model diversity (Supplementary Fig. 1a).
The changes to the vertical profile of specific humidity after the
rapid adjustments is different for the CFCs than for the other
climate drivers (Fig. 1b), mainly due to the weaker temperature
increase in the lower troposphere which leads to a smaller
increase in saturation vapour pressure compared to e.g., CO2×2.
The local minimum in the change in specific humidity at around
800 hPa is intriguing and appears in 7 out of 8 models for
CFC12×9 (Supplementary Fig. 1b). Further investigation indicates
that this is at least partly due to increased descent in the sub-
tropics (Supplementary Fig. 2). While this is also the case for
CO2×2, increased specific humidity at high northern latitudes,
which is related to strong temperature increase there, more than
compensates the decrease in specific humidity in the sub-tropics,
and the local minimum is therefore not evident in the global mean
specific humidity change profile for CO2×2.
The fast response for clouds shows some important differences
between CFCs and the other climate drivers (Fig. 1c). While the
decrease in clouds around 800 hPa is evident for all drivers shown,
CFC11×8 and CFC12×9 show a relatively strong decrease in high
clouds (pressures less than ≈400 hPa) that is evident in all models
(Supplementary Fig. 1c), likely due to the temperature increase at
this height, as opposed to the temperature decrease and cloud
cover increase for CO2×2. The N2O×3 profile is similar to CH4×3
for both specific humidity and cloud changes (Fig. 1b, c).
The slow response in temperature, specific humidity and clouds
has been normalized by the near-surface temperature change
induced by each climate driver, to account for the effect of the
different sizes of the IRF for the various perturbations (Fig. 1d–f).
Differences between the drivers are relatively small, and the
differences that exist, such as the weaker temperature increase in
the upper troposphere for CFC11x8 and N2Ox3 compared to
CFC12x9, partly reflects that not all models have performed all
experiments (Supplementary Fig. 1d–f).
Rapid adjustments at the top-of-atmosphere
By applying radiative kernels, the ERF, as diagnosed by radiative
fluxes in the GCMs’ fixed SST experiments, can be split into IRF and
different rapid adjustment terms (see “Methods” section). The
actual IRF from each GCM is normally not available and is
calculated here based on the kernel method. The IRF has,
however, been calculated in the HadGEM2 model by applying a
double radiation call, and the IRF estimates at the top-of-
atmosphere (TOA) based on the kernel method show good
agreement (within 5% difference) with the double call calculation
(Supplementary Table 1). When isolating shortwave radiation
rapid adjustments from the net radiation (SW+ longwave (LW)),
the kernel method can be evaluated because the shortwave
contribution to IRF is zero or very small for the CFCs and N2O. This
occurs because SW absorption for these species is not included in
the radiation schemes of the models, or, in the case of N2O, its
weak SW absorption is only included in some of the models.
Hence, the sum of the rapid adjustment terms should ideally equal
the ERF in the shortwave, and for most models there is relatively
good agreement with <0.2 Wm−2 difference (Supplementary Figs.
3 and 4) (see also Smith et al.16 and Myhre et al.15 for evaluation of
the kernels).
Figure 2 shows the decomposition of ERF (at TOA) and
atmospheric radiative cooling (see Supplementary Figs. 3 and 4
for results for individual models and kernel methods). The surface
temperature rapid adjustment term (Ts) is non-zero because the
fixed SST simulations include a small land surface warming. The
IRF derived using the kernel method is in excellent agreement
with detailed line-by-line (LBL) radiative transfer model calcula-
tions for CFC-12 but is ~25% too high for CFC-11 and ~10% too
high for N2O, possibly because of differences in the underlying
spectroscopic data, or the way gaseous overlap is handled in GCM
radiation codes. At TOA, the individual rapid adjustment terms for
CFC11×8 and CFC12×9 show some similarity to CH4×3 (see Fig. 3
in ref. 16), e.g. with a relatively strong negative tropospheric
temperature adjustment that is nearly offset by the positive water
vapour adjustment (Fig. 2a). The CFCs show some differences to
CH4×3, however, with a negative stratospheric temperature
adjustment term and more positive cloud term for the CFCs.
Note that the stratospheric temperature adjustment term for the
CFCs would be positive rather than negative if evaluated at the
tropopause, which is common for RF17 (ERF is evaluated at TOA).
The stratospheric temperature adjustment for CFC12×9 using the
kernel method is a 4.2% decrease of the IRF, somewhat smaller
than the 5.5% decrease obtained by using LBL calculations.
Results for CFC11×8 and CFC12×9 differ slightly (Fig. 2a), partly
reflecting that a different set of models has done each experiment,
but also because one of the models (NCAR-CESM1-CAM4) shows a
different sign of the total rapid adjustment between the two
experiments (Supplementary Fig. 3c, f). Further inspection
indicates that the different sign is due to differences in the
vertical profile of temperature and cloud changes between
CFC11×8 and CFC12×9 (Supplementary Fig. 5). Nevertheless, as
for CH4×3, the individual rapid adjustment terms approximately
cancel, and the total rapid adjustment is not robustly different
from zero for either of the CFC perturbations. For N2O×3 at TOA,
the rapid adjustment terms are similar to the CFCs except for the
stratospheric temperature adjustment which has a different sign
(Fig. 2a) because most models show cooler temperatures in the
stratosphere in N2O×3 (Supplementary Fig. 1a). This leads to the
ERF becoming slightly higher than IRF for N2O×3, but the total
rapid adjustments are still not robustly different from zero.
However, for all three perturbations, some individual model/kernel
combinations (e.g. ECHAM-HAM with the Oslo kernel for CFC11×8)
show total rapid adjustments that have sizeable values, in either
positive or negative direction (Supplementary Fig. 3c, f). The inter-
model and inter-kernel spread are mainly dominated by
differences in the cloud adjustment term and this should be
investigated further in future studies. We emphasize that radiative
changes due to the chemical effect of these gases on ozone are
not investigated here and would lead to additional fast feedbacks.
Interestingly, the cloud rapid adjustment term for all of
CFC11×8, CFC12×9 and N2O×3 is positive (Fig. 2a) while their
profiles of cloud changes are somewhat similar to Sol+ 2% (Fig.
1c), which has a negative cloud rapid adjustment term16. This is at
least partly due to the stronger decrease in low clouds (around
800–900 hPa) for the CFCs and N2O×3 compared to Sol+ 2%,
because low clouds generally have a net cooling effect due to
increased albedo.
Atmospheric rapid adjustments and implications for precipitation
Precipitation changes (dP) are constrained by the atmospheric
energy budget
LdP ¼ dQ dSH; (1)
where L is the latent heat of vaporization, dQ is net atmospheric
radiative cooling and dSH is the change in surface sensible heat
fluxes24. Figure 2b shows atmospheric cooling calculated as
differences in radiative fluxes at TOA and surface, and thus
positive values represent precipitation increase and negative
values represent precipitation decrease. The instantaneous
perturbation flux changes (which are analogous to IRF at TOA
but instead for the atmosphere) estimated using the kernel
method are in good agreement with LBL calculations, and the
effect of stratospheric temperature adjustment is only slightly
underestimated (−11% vs. −12% of the instantaneous perturba-
tion for the kernel method and LBL, respectively).
Øivind Hodnebrog et al.
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In contrast to TOA, the sum of rapid adjustments for the
atmosphere is significant and robustly different from zero for all of
CFC11×8, CFC12×9 and N2O×3 (Fig. 2b). While the negative
instantaneous perturbation values contribute to decreased pre-
cipitation, this is partly counteracted by the positive rapid
adjustment terms so that dQ is around 60% of the instantaneous
perturbation for CFC11×8 and CFC12×9. This is in stark contrast to
the CO2×2 experiment, where the total rapid adjustments have
the same sign and approximately the same magnitude as the
instantaneous perturbation (see Fig. 2 in ref. 15). The two main
reasons for these differences are that the stratospheric tempera-
ture adjustment is weakly positive for the CFCs (it is strongly
negative for CO2×2), and that the cloud adjustment is strongly
positive for the CFCs (it is weakly negative for CO2×2). Both factors
can be linked to the vertical profiles of temperature and cloud
changes where differences between CFCs and CO2×2 are large in
the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere (Fig. 1a, c).
Different temperature responses in the middle and lower tropo-
sphere are also likely to contribute; as evident by the structure of
radiative kernels (e.g. Fig. 5 in ref. 27), atmospheric cooling is
particularly sensitive to temperature change in the boundary layer.
Interestingly, the rapid adjustment terms, and particularly the
strong cloud adjustment, for CFCs are similar to the adjustment
terms for the strongly absorbing black carbon aerosol (Fig. 2b vs.
BC×10 in Fig. 1 of ref. 15). However, it should be noted that the
radiative cooling, and likely the individual rapid adjustment terms,
depend on the altitude profile of the added BC28. For N2O×3, the
opposite sign of the stratospheric temperature adjustment
compared to the CFCs causes dQ to be only 20% smaller than
the instantaneous perturbation, and again this is similar to CH4×3.
The sensible heat term (dSH) is small compared to dQ for both
CFC11×8 and CFC12×9, but has a non-negligible contribution to
the precipitation change for N2O×3 (Supplementary Table 3).
Figure 3 gives a visual summary of the results of Fig. 2 and
compares them to other important climate drivers (presented in
refs 15,16). It combines information on how rapid adjustments
influence surface temperature change (through ERF) and pre-
cipitation change (through atmospheric radiative cooling). All
three experiments, CFC11×8, CFC12×9 and N2O×3, show a small
and uncertain positive total rapid adjustment at TOA, but a
strongly positive total rapid adjustment on the atmospheric
radiative cooling. The total rapid adjustments for the CFCs and
N2O are quite similar to CH4, being small at TOA and showing
enhanced atmospheric radiative cooling. While enhanced atmo-
spheric radiative cooling is also found for BC and solar changes,
the effect of CO2 is quite dissimilar due to reduced atmospheric
radiative cooling.
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Fig. 2 Radiative flux changes at top-of-atmosphere (TOA) and in the atmosphere. a Instantaneous radiative forcing (IRF), individual rapid
adjustments, sum of rapid adjustments (RA) (derived using radiative kernels) and effective radiative forcing (ERF) at TOA and b contribution to
atmospheric radiative cooling (dQ) from instantaneous perturbation (Inst.) and rapid adjustments (derived using radiative kernels). Line-by-line
calculations are included as white dots. Note that atmospheric radiative cooling is associated with increased fast precipitation according to
Eq. (1). The different rapid adjustment terms are surface temperature (Ts), tropospheric temperature (Ttrop), stratospheric temperature (Tstrat), water
vapour (WV), albedo (α) and clouds. Bars show multi-model and multi-kernel global and annual means while error bars show uncertainties
represented by the standard deviation, weighting each model and kernel method equally. The perturbation factors in CFC11×8, CFC12×9, N2O×3
are approximate; see “Methods” section for exact definition of experiments. Tabulated values are in Supplementary Tables 2–3.
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Hydrological cycle
The hydrological sensitivity (HS) is the relative change in precipitation
per degree kelvin surface temperature change due to forcing by a
climate driver. Figure 4 shows the global- and annual mean
precipitation change and hydrological sensitivity for individual drivers.
The precipitation change associated strictly with surface temperature
change (i.e. the slow change) differs more between models than
between drivers, but the model diversity is much smaller when
normalizing by the surface temperature change to obtain the slow HS
(Fig. 4a, b). For the CFC12×9 experiment the relative standard
deviation, representing the spread between models, is 36% and 12%
for slow precipitation change and slow HS, respectively (Supplemen-
tary Table 4). When averaged across the models, the slow HS is similar
between climate drivers and in the range 2.5–2.8% K−1 (Fig. 4c; grey
bars). These results therefore confirm that an earlier finding, that the
slow HS is independent of climate drivers18,19, applies also when
including CFC-11, CFC-12 and N2O.
The apparent HS, which is the precipitation change from both fast
and slow responses divided by the surface temperature change,
derived solely from the coupled atmosphere–ocean GCM simulations,
shows much larger differences between drivers (Fig. 4c; coloured
bars). CFC11×8 and CFC12×9 have larger apparent HS than any of the
other greenhouse gases (CO2×2, CH4×3, N2O×3) and is more similar
to Sol+ 2%. This is due to the small offset by the negative fast
precipitation response for the CFCs (Fig. 4a). This can again be
explained by the total rapid adjustment contributing to atmospheric
cooling (i.e. larger dQ in Eq. (1)) (Fig. 2b). For N2O×3, the apparent HS
is smaller than for the CFCs and similar to CH4×3 (Fig. 4c).
DISCUSSION
Although IPCC AR5 adopted the ERF terminology, the ERF was
assumed to be the same (albeit with a larger uncertainty) as RF
(which only includes stratospheric temperature adjustment) for,
among others, halocarbons and N2O, due to lack of studies
investigating rapid adjustments of these compounds1. With the
exception of stratospheric temperature adjustment, GCM calcula-
tions are needed to quantify individual rapid adjustment terms.
Our results, using a range of GCMs combined with radiative kernel
calculations, show that rapid adjustments at TOA for CFCs and
N2O are substantial, but unlike CO2, their sum is not significantly
different from zero due to compensating effects. However,
individual models and kernels show significant differences and
the causes need to be examined in future work. The stratospheric
temperature adjustment term estimated here is relatively small
(around 5% of the IRF), confirmed also by LBL calculations for
CFC-12, indicating that the assumption made in AR5 that ERF was
equal to RF is approximately valid.
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Fig. 3 Rapid adjustments at top-of-atmosphere (TOA) and in the
atmosphere (ATM= TOA−surface) for individual drivers. All
values are normalized to the IRF at TOA for each driver and are
therefore unitless. Markers show multi-model and multi-kernel
global and annual means while error bars show uncertainties
represented by the standard deviation across the different models.
Numbers for the core experiments are from Myhre et al.15 (their
Tables S1 and S2). The perturbation factors in CFC11×8, CFC12×9,
N2O×3 are approximate; see “Methods” section for exact definition
of experiments.
Fig. 4 Precipitation changes and hydrological sensitivity. Fast (light coloured bars), slow (grey bars) and total (dark coloured bars) changes
in global- and annual-mean a precipitation (%) and b–c hydrological sensitivity (% K−1) for CFC11×8, CFC12×9 and N2O×3 for a–b individual
models and c as multi-model means compared to other key climate drivers. Error bars show the standard deviation representing inter-model
uncertainty. The perturbation factors in CFC11×8, CFC12×9, N2O×3 are approximate; see “Methods” section for exact definition of
experiments. Tabulated values are in Supplementary Table 4.
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In the case of rapid adjustments for halocarbons, it is, however,
difficult to generalize because this group of compounds consists
of a range of different gases with a wide variety of lifetimes (and
thereby atmospheric distributions) and spectral absorption
features6, which can, for example, lead to quite different strato-
spheric temperature adjustment17. Limitations related to the
GCMs’ radiation schemes29,30 and the small number of halocarbon
gases normally included in the GCMs, make it challenging to
quantify rapid adjustments for a range of individual halocarbon
gases; also the perturbations necessary to generate significant
signals in GCMs are much larger than expected changes, and so
this requires assumptions about the linearity of the rapid
responses to the size of perturbation. However, the two CFC
compounds investigated here are currently amongst the most
abundant halocarbons in the atmosphere31, and we find good
agreement between forcings calculated using radiative kernels
and using an LBL code. Future studies should investigate rapid
adjustment for CFC replacement compounds, such as hydrochlor-
ofluorocarbons (HCFCs) and hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), for which
atmospheric concentrations are still rising. Specifically, HCFC-22
and HFC-134a have recently become the 2nd and 4th most
abundant greenhouse gases, respectively, among those with only
anthropogenic sources31. Better knowledge of the ERF of these
compounds could potentially lead to improved estimates of
policy-relevant metrics, such as global warming potentials (GWPs),
which are currently based on RF and not ERF32.
We find that the apparent (fast+ slow) hydrological sensitivity
is larger for the CFCs compared to other well-mixed greenhouse
gases. The slow hydrological sensitivity is approximately the same
across drivers, and fast atmospheric processes explain the
differences. The atmospheric energy budget shows that total
rapid adjustments lead to atmospheric cooling, largely due to
cloud changes and strong upper tropospheric heating. These
rapid adjustments counteract the fast precipitation decrease from
the instantaneous perturbation, somewhat similarly to what has
been shown for black carbon15. For N2O, the total rapid
adjustment term relative to the instantaneous perturbation is
smaller, and the apparent HS is more similar to what is found for
other well-mixed greenhouse gases.
METHODS
Climate models and experiments
We use global climate model results from PDRMIP22, and specifically from
the eight models that have performed one or more of the CFC-11, CFC-12,
and N2O phase 2 experiments: MIROC-SPRINTARS (all), HadGEM2 (all),
HadGEM3 (CFC-12), NorESM1 (CFC-12, N2O), NCAR-CESM1-CAM5 (CFC-12),
ECHAM-HAM (all), GISS-E2-R (CFC-12) and NCAR-CESM1-CAM4 (all). The
models have been described in earlier publications11,22.
The perturbation simulations have been compared to a BASE simulation
representative of year 2000 conditions (year 1850 for HadGEM2). In the CFC-
11 and CFC-12 experiments, the volume mixing ratio of CFC-11 and CFC-12
has been separately increased from a BASE mixing ratio of 653.45 and
535 ppt, respectively, to 5 ppb, and these experiments are named CFC11×8
(rounded from 7.652) and CFC12×9 (rounded from 9.346). The CFC-11 mixing
ratio in BASE is higher than observed because it accounts also for halocarbon
gases other than CFC-11 and CFC-12. The vertical distribution of CFCs is
unchanged from what is default in each model, where some are constant
and some assume a generic vertical profile. In addition, the perturbations on
CFC-11 and CFC-12 are far higher than total expected perturbations of
halocarbons. The choice of amplitude of the different experiments is a trade-
off between ensuring a significant signal from relatively short GCM runs, of
which we consider an IRF of at least 1Wm−2 is needed, and at the same
time reducing potential non-linearities by choosing concentrations that do
not deviate too much from realistic abundances. Although the IRF for each
experiment differ, we have in most cases normalized the results by the IRF
for the fast response and the surface temperature change for the slow
response; this makes the results more comparable across different
experiments. Indirect effects of CFCs through stratospheric ozone depletion
are not included in these simulations. HadGEM2 uses a pre-industrial BASE
experiment with zero abundance of CFC-11 and CFC-12, and in the
perturbation simulations the mixing ratios have been increased to 4346 and
4465 ppt, respectively, in order to approximate the same RF perturbation as
in the other models by using the formulas in Myhre et al.33.
In the N2O experiment, the mixing ratio is increased from a BASE value
of 316 ppb to 1 ppm in the perturbation experiment, named N2O×3
(rounded from 3.165). Again, the perturbation is larger than expected, in
order to ensure a significant signal. Indirect effects of N2O through
stratospheric ozone depletion are not included in these simulations. In
HadGEM2, mixing ratios of 276.4 and 915 ppb were used in BASE and the
N2O experiment, respectively.
Two types of simulations have been performed; one with fixed monthly
sea-surface temperatures (SST) for at least 15 years, and one with coupled
atmosphere–ocean for at least 100 years. Two models, ECHAM-HAM and
NCAR-CESM1-CAM4, used slab ocean instead of full ocean in the coupled
simulations. As in previous PDRMIP studies, we analyse years 6–15 in the
fixed SST simulations and the last 50 years of the coupled
atmosphere–ocean simulations. Fast changes denote the results from
the fixed SST simulations while slow changes are diagnosed by subtracting
the fast changes from the total changes, and the total changes are the
results from the coupled simulations.
Radiative kernels
The radiative kernel technique34 has been used to calculate individual rapid
adjustments, and their contribution to ERF and atmospheric radiative
cooling; the technique is also used to diagnose the IRF in models without a
double radiation call (see Eq. (1) in Smith et al.16). The kernels describe how
the TOA and surface radiative fluxes respond to a small perturbation in
surface temperature, atmospheric temperature, water vapour, surface albedo
and clouds. A further separation of the rapid adjustment due to atmospheric
temperature into contributions from tropospheric and stratospheric tem-
perature has been done assuming a tropopause defined at 100 hPa at the
equator and linearly increasing with latitude to 300 hPa at the poles34. We
use seven sets of radiative kernels to quantify rapid adjustments at TOA and
six for the atmosphere. The radiative kernels have been derived from the
Oslo radiative transfer model15, and the radiative transfer models and base
states of various GCMs, including HadGEM216, GFDL34, CESM35, ECHAM636,
BMRC34 and CCSM4 (TOA only)37. Like Smith et al.16, we find these six GCM
radiative kernels closely agree, and present the results as averages and
standard deviations across these radiative kernels (Supplementary Figs. 3 and
4). For the Oslo kernel, water vapour and cloud adjustments were computed
using a variant of the partial radiative perturbation method38. Cloud
adjustments for the remaining kernels were estimated using the difference
between all-sky and clear-sky kernel decompositions15,16.
Line-by-line calculations
Offline radiative transfer calculations have been carried out using the Oslo
line-by-line model using the same version and same atmospheres as in
Shine and Myhre17. The vertical profiles are given in Myhre et al.39 and the
tropopause height is defined at levels 11 and 15 for tropical and extra-
tropical profiles, respectively.
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